B R I N G I N G T H E G R O U N D T O L I F E.

TERRASTRYKE.COM

BRI N GI NG THE GROUND TO LIFE .

THE NEW AGE OF BIOSTIMULATION.
What we offer is an entirely new approach to remediating contaminated sites –
a safe, sustainable and cost-effective way, the way nature intended. While ‘traditional’
technologies remediate the environment with physical/chemical treatments (wasting
fuel while generating nuisance noise and emissions), our products stimulate existing
bacteria with macro-micro nutrients and food or respiratory support pathways, to
allow them to flourish and destroy site contaminants sustainably, naturally, and costeffectively – eliminating rebound, while realizing long-term compliance objectives.

ABOUT US
FOUNDED WITH A SINGLE PURPOSE:
TO TREAT REMEDIATION HOLISTICALLY
Founded in 2008, TerraStryke Products LLC.
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UNIQUE SOLUTIONS TO CHALLENGING LONG-TERM PROBLEMS.

FACT:

ERDenhancedTM will
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95%

MASS
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reducing conditions after a single injection event.
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